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Introduction
   Electronic circuit technologies have been developed 
with the support of the research and development of 
many materials including dielectrics and magnetic 
substances. Meanwhile, there seems to be a growing 
number of attempts to realize electromagnetic 
characteristics  by means of artificial structures 
called “metamaterials” instead of the characteristics 
that have conventionally been gained from the 
physical properties of materials. Metamaterials 
refer to artificial structures that consist of a periodic 
array of metal pieces or the like. Technologies called 
“left-handed metamaterials” in particular can even 
produce phenomena that are not available in natural 
substances, and thus it is expected that this will enable 
the fabrication of electronic devices with functions 
heretofore unimaginable.
  This report first provides an overview of what 
left-handed metamaterials are, and then introduces 
technologies that are nearing practical use, focusing 
on such applications as telecommunication devices. 
We will also mention the future evolution of such 
technologies, and the trend of research papers and 
patents on metamaterials.
Differences between “left-
handed metamaterials” and 
conventional materials
   Russian scientist V. G. Veselago published about 40 
years ago a theory that examined the effects of a “left-
handed” material with the simultaneously negative- 
permittivity and permeability along with a negative 
refractive index.[1] Having originated from a purely 
theoretical interest, the study predicted some new 
phenomena that had never been conceived of. Left-
handed materials were supposed to have a negative 
refractive index, and optical applications of their 
characteristics attracted interest. Since there was no 
actual material to validate the theory at that time, no 
further attention was given to left-handed materials. 
In 2000, US physicists D. R. Smith et al. realized a 
left-handed metamaterial by an artificial structure 
called metamaterial,[9] which is rapidly getting a lot of 
attention.[2] A number of discussions and examples of 
experiments have been reported ever since.[3-8]
2-1 What is metamaterial
   Periodically arranged at intervals shorter than the 
specified wavelength of an electromagnetic wave, 
small pieces of metal and the like can constitute 
an artificial medium that has characteristics not 
found in nature (Figure 1). Such a medium is called 
metamaterial. Metamaterials can also be made of 
dielectrics, magnetic substances, semiconductors, and 
the like, and even electric circuits instead of metal 
pieces.
  The word “meta” derives from the Greek word 
that means “beyond.” While conventional materials 
provide their intended physical properties in terms of 
design on the atomic or molecular level, metamaterials 
realize their specified physical properties through the 
design of an artificial structure that can be regarded as 
a quasi-uniform medium in a macroscopic view.
2-2 What is left-handed material
   The electromagnetic characteristics of electronic 
material are primarily determined by the basic 
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parameters, i.e. the permittivity, the permeability, and 
the conductivity. For example, passive components 
such as capacitors and inductors are typically made 
of materials where both the permittivity and the 
permeability are positive. These materials are referred 
to as right-handed materials since the vectors of 
the electric field, the magnetic field, and the wave 
number of the electromagnetic wave in the materials 
correspond in direction to the thumb and two fingers 
of the right hand (the first quadrant in Figure 2).
   In contrast to such ordinary electronic materials, 
ones with this simultaneously negative-permittivity 
and permeability, if any, are referred to as left-handed 
materials since the vectors correspond in direction to 
the thumb and two fingers of the left hand (the third 
quadrant in Figure 2). There exist no left-handed 
materials in nature, however.
  Left-handed materials produce peculiar phenomena, 
among which a “negative refractive index” and the 
generation of a “backward wave” are the properties of 
particular significance.  
   Figure 3 shows a case where light is incident on and 
propagates through two vertically adjoining regions 
filled by materials, both of which are ordinary right-
handed materials, from the upper to lower region. 
In an ordinary refraction phenomenon, as shown in 
Figure 3-a), the direction (optical axis) of the incident 
light in the upper material and that of the travelling 
light in the lower material fall on the opposite sides 
with respect to the normal axis. The wavefront of 
the incident light appears to move in the direction of 
light propagation. Reaching the boundary surface, 
the wavefront changes the direction of traveling 
and appears to continue moving in the direction of 
propagation.
   Now, suppose that the upper region is filled by an 
ordinary right-handed material and the lower region 
a left-handed material. As shown in Figure 3-b), the 
axis of the light propagation in the lower left-handed 
material exists in the same side as the incident light, 
with respect to the normal axis. Such a phenomenon is 
interpreted that the left-handed material has a negative 
refractive index.[1] The “negative refractive index” is 
one of the remarkable characteristics of left-handed 
materials (Figure 2).
   On detailed observation, the wavefront of the 
traveling light in the lower left-handed material 
appears to move backward against the traveling 
direction of the light returning to the boundary 
surface between the upper and lower regions like a 
mirror image. At the boundary surface, the wavefronts 
of the incident light and of the travelling light move 
to coincide and overlap with each other. The light 
(electromagnetic wave) that makes such a wavefront 
movement is referred to as “a backward wave,” which 
is also one of characteristic phenomenon of left-
handed materials. “The generation of a backward 
wave,” the phenomenon itself, was known in the form 
of a negative propagation constant (parameter that 
indicates the state of propagation of an electromagnetic 
wave)  in an ordinary electric circuit. However, for a 
long time researchers did not direct their attention to 
this phenomenon or pursue the exploitation of such a 
circuit even after the publication of V. G. Veselago's 
Photocourtesy:DukeUniv.
Themetamaterial inthe
photoisintendedfor5GHz
(6cminwavelength)
Source: Reference[9]
Figure 1 : Metamaterial Proposed by D. R. Smith
Source: Reference[10]
Figure 2 : Classification of Materials by Permittivity ε 
and Permeabilityμ 
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theory.
2-3 Categories of left-handed metamaterials
   The D. R. Smith's paper of a metamaterial, i.e., 
a left-handed material consisting of an artificial 
structure, in 2000 sparked research into “left-handed 
metamaterials” for practical use.
   A left-handed metamaterial is an artificial structure 
in which small pieces of metal or the like are 
periodically arranged at an interval shorter than the 
wavelength of the intended electromagnetic wave. 
Each individual portion of the periodical structure is 
called “a unit cell”. The left-handed metamaterial is 
fabricated by optimizing the shape and arrangement 
of the unit cells so that the artificial structure has the 
aimed characteristics.
   Among the characteristics produced from these 
artificially-structured metamaterials, left-handed 
metamaterials are regarded as a technique to 
make positive use of “dispersion characteristics” 
that change with frequency. In other words, left-
handed metamaterials inevitably have frequency 
dependencies and show left-handed characteristics 
in a certain frequency band. It follows that left-
handed metamaterials may also show right-handed 
characteristics or rejection characteristics as well in 
other frequency bands. In the field of information and 
communications, many left-handed metamaterials are 
used in many applications as a combination of left-
handed and right-handed elements, rather than as sole 
left-handed elements, and the former applications are 
the more dominant in practice. Such metamaterials 
are sometimes referred to as CRLH (Composite 
Right/Left-Handed) metamaterials, whereas they are 
categorized as also left-handed materials since they 
include left-handed elements. In this article, we will 
also handle CRLH metamaterials as a type of left-
handed metamaterial.
2-4 Structural classification of left-handed 
metamaterials
   Figure 4 provides a classification of typical left-
handed metamaterials by structure. Figure 4-a) 
shows a type that has an array of unit cells of a 
three-dimensional spatial structure, which was 
originally used to verify the principle of the left-
handed metamaterial. Studies are being made for the 
application of such a structure to a device for spatially 
controlling electromagnetic waves. Figures 4-b) and 
4-c) show planar structures which are highly practical 
in terms of both characteristics and the manufacturing 
productivity. It is mostly these types of metamaterials 
that are actually put to practical use.
(1) Ring & Wire (Figure 4-a)
   The left-handed metamaterial devised by D. R. 
Smith (Figure 1) is based on the physical principle that 
the permittivity and the permeability of a material are 
determined by the material's dielectric polarization and 
the magnetic polarization, respectively. Small metal 
wires and split rings displaying effects equivalent to 
each polarization are used to provide substantially 
the negative-permittivity and permeability. Unit cells 
each including a pair of such a wire and a such ring 
are three-dimensionally arranged to construct the left-
handed metamaterial of spatial structure. Since this 
approach utilizes the resonance phenomena of the unit 
cells, the left-handed operation of the electromagnetic 
Prepared by the STFC based on Reference[1]
Figure 3 : Behavior of Light in Different Materials 
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wave is available only in an extremely narrow range of 
frequencies, making severe restriction on applications.
(2) Transmission line type (Figure 4-b)
   In a metamaterial of transmission line type, unit 
cells made of a metal patch with comb-shaped ends 
are periodically arranged in cascade with each other 
to form a single transmission line. Each metal patch 
is connected to a ground conductor through an 
additional lateral line and a via (conductor post) at its 
end.
   The comb-shaped patches and connection 
portions to the ground conductor form capacitors 
and inductors respectively, and they are essential 
factors in producing the frequency band where left-
handed characteristics are generated. In contrast, 
an ordinary right-handed transmission line is made 
of only a single simple straight conductor, and has 
no such fragmentary portions of the comb shape 
and no connections to the ground conductor. The 
metamaterial of transmission line type is thus 
reallized by adding left-handed factors into the 
structure of an ordinary right-handed transmission 
line. And the metamaterial of transmission line 
type is then typically designed so that the desired 
characteristics are provided in both the left- and right-
handed frequency bands as a CRLH mentioned above. 
In some applications, the transmission line may be 
desined to leak electromagnetic waves intentionally so 
that the electromagnetic waves are radiated into the air 
(leaky-wave antenna).
  The transmission line metamaterial is highly 
practical, and a lot of configurations on this basis are 
under investigation.
(3) Mushroom structure (Figure 4-c)
   In a mushroom structure, a unit cell is composed of 
a small metal patch connected to the ground  through 
a via. This type is called “a mushroom structure”, 
since the unit cells are similar to the cap and the 
stem of a mushroom in shape. The unit cells are 
periodically arranged in a matrix over the ground 
conductor to constitute a metamaterial. The gaps 
between the metal patches of adjoining unit cells 
form capacitors, and the vias of the respective unit 
cells form inductors. The capacitors and inductors 
constitute the left-handed factors. If the unit cells are 
closely placed to leave no gaps and the vias of the unit 
cells are removed, the structure will result in a ground 
conductor and a single metal plate arranged thereon, 
which constitutes an ordinary right-handed circuit. 
That is, the mushroom structure can be said to be a 
right-handed circuit with additional left-handed circuit 
elements, thus constituting a CRLH as in subsection 
2) above. This structure has a number of applications 
that use also stop bands which appear adjacently to the 
left-handed frequency bands.
   As can be seen from above, any of the left-handed 
metamaterial structures are built upon the idea 
of utilizing the structure's resonance phenomena 
to exploit peculiar characteristics or using circuit 
characteristics that have not been used heretofore by 
adding a new circuit structure based on conventional 
circuit technologies. Such metamaterial structures 
can be said to have been achieved as a result of the 
combination and evolution of the following three 
concepts:
○ The theoretical proposal regarding what phenomena 
can result if there is a left-handed material with 
simultaneously the negative-permittivity and 
permeability, which does not exist in nature;
○ The idea that such a material can be realized by an 
“artificial structure” as a metamaterial; and
○ The innovative positive use of dispersion 
characteristics in electric circuits.
Examples of applications of left-
handed metamaterials
3-1 Wide-Range Beam Scan of Radar Antenna
  A radar is a system that performs a wide range 
scanning detection across a certain angle by rotating 
its antenna havinig a directional narrow beam 
radiation pattern. The phase of the electromagnetic 
wave inside the antenna is so controlled as to 
implement the antenna's beam scan without using a 
rotation mechanism. A backward wave from a left-
handed metamaterial can be used effectively to widen 
the range of beam scanning. Sweeping the frequency 
of the radar electromagnetic wave from the right-
handed frequency band to the left-handed frequency 
band, both the ordinary forward wave (electromagnetic 
wave in a right-handed medium) and the backward 
wave can be used. The doubled range in phase shift 
can double the scanning range by the antenna beam 
(Figure 5).
3
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3-2 Adjustment of system characteristics
  The characteristics of a left-handed transmission line 
can be utilized to provide a device that has a special 
effect applicable to electromagnetic appliances.
  Figure 6 shows devices in which two transmission 
lines are juxtaposed to each other. Such devices, 
called “couplers,” have the function of transferring 
electromagnetic waves that propagate in each of 
the transmission lines to the another for power 
distribution or transmission, and are in use for various 
power handling purposes. A backward coupler, which 
includes a left-handed transmission line, enables the 
adjustment of system characteristics for improved 
system performance and space saving.
  A coupler with ordinary right-handed transmission 
l ines (Figure 6 -a) spl its and t ransmits the 
electromagnetic wave in the same direction, i.e., from 
port 1 to ports 2 and 3. If both of these transmission 
lines are made of a left-handed metamaterial (Figure 
6-b), and if the parameters between the transmission 
lines are optimized as to form a backward coupler, 
that can couple the terminals on the same side, namely 
ports 1 and 4 in the diagram, to each other with the 
desired characteristics.[12] This provides the advantage 
of being able to fabricate the circuitry in smaller 
dimensions.
  For example, the characteristics of antennas 
connected on the same side of a small-sized circuit 
board can easily be adjusted and improved by 
compensating mutual interference between the 
relevant antenna devices, and it allows miniaturization 
and performance improvement of the communication 
system. A practical example will be given later in 
section 4-1.
3-3 Reduction of Electromagnetic Interference
  A transition region or a stop band between left- and 
right-handed frequency bands may be used to isolate 
or attenuate undesired electromagnetic waves. This 
effect is expected to be applied to circuit integration 
for cellular phones that incorporate a plurality of 
radio systems and digital circuits. For example, the 
current cellular phone system employs the 800-
MHz, 1500-MHz, and 2-GHz bands for phone use, 
the 1.57-GHz band for GPS, the 470- to 710-MHz 
bands for 1seg TV, and the 13.56-MHz band for 
electronic payment and other applications. A plurality 
of antennas for covering the respective specific 
Structure Form Principle of operation Features
Spatial structure
Ring & wire Resonant type Narrowband
Waveguide structure
Non-resonant type
Wideband, low loss
Flat structure
Transmission line Wideband, easy to manufacture
Mushroom structure Wideband, easy to manufacture
Prepared by the STFC
Figure 4 : Classification of Typical Left-Handed Metamaterials by Structure
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frequency bands are mounted in the limited available 
space. Communication performances are degraded by 
electromagnetic interferences between the antennas 
inside installed in a small space. Circuits in the 
vicinity of the antennas emit unwanted clock signals, 
which also cause degradation in communication 
quality if received by the antennas. In such severe 
packaging circumstances, some measures are required 
to control the electromagnetic waves at respective 
frequencies and to reduce mutual interference. One 
of the expected  technologies that allow us to simplify 
such a complex circuit design is the use of the left-
handed metamaterial. Optimizing the characteristics 
of the CRLH' in the left-handed bands and the stop 
bands at the respective frequency allocations of 
the cellular phone makes it possible to reduce the 
electromagnetic interference between the antennas 
and, in consequence to maintain the performance 
of the respective systems with a simple structure. A 
practical example thereof will also be given later in 
section 4-1.
Examples of Research and 
Development of Devices
   In the field of information and communications, 
studies on devices and circuits with new functions by 
using left-handed metamaterials are going on. The 
primary technologies that have been nearing practical 
use in this field are circuits of planar structures. They 
are devices that use a backward wave generated 
from a negative refractive index, CRLH devices, and 
their appliances. As the devices with such functions, 
backward couplers, phase shifters, resonators, leaky-
wave antennas, beam-scanning antennas, or dual-band 
circuits have already been fabricated in prototype 
level.
   It has recently become possible to design left-
handed metamaterials of planar structure by using 
commercially-available software for electromagnetic 
field simulation, and that enables printed-circuit 
board manufacturers and electronics manufacturers 
to design and to fablicate prototypes easily. This has 
boosted expectations for the practical use of left-
handed metamaterials.
   The following are some examples.
4-1   Examples of miniaturization of 
telecommunication  system
   Left-handed metamaterials are effectively used 
to allow miniaturization of a telecommunication 
systems. Two examples will be given below. 
   The first example is a use of a backward coupler 
applied to a transceiver system with two antennas 
(Figure 7). The use of the backward coupler enables 
reduction of the distance between the antenna 
feeders, and that allows also the miniaturization of 
the communication system. This reduction is possible 
because unwanted coupling between antennas is 
suppressed as shown in Figure 6-b. If the distance 
between antenna feeders is  kept the same 
for comparsion, it has been experimentally 
demonstrated that the interference between these 
antennas is reduced to one-twentieth.[11] Figure 
7 shows a circuit board for feeding two antennas. 
CRLH is applied to a backward coupler for reducing 
mutual interference between the two antennas, 
and it incorporates with the  feeder circuit board 
incorporates. With ordinary circuit technologies, it is 
impossible to make a coupler that is small enough to 
Input
Port1
Port2
Port3
Port4
Signaltransmissionline
Input
Port1
Port2Port3
Port4
Signaltransmissio
a)RightͲhandedcoupler
b)BackwardcouplerwithleftͲhandedtransmissionline
Output1Output2
Output1
Output2
Prepared by the STFC
Figure 5 : Practical Example of Beam Scan of 
Radar Antenna
Prepared by the STFC
Figure 6 : Backward Coupler
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be installed on that board. As a result, the antennas 
connected at the ends of the respective feeders 
obliged to be more widely spaced if the reduction 
of the interaction between the antennas is intended. 
That inevitably increases the antennas' installation 
space. The backward coupler with a left-handed 
metamaterial, in contrast, can be fabricated in such 
a small size as to fit on the board. This allows to 
reduce the distance between the antennas, enabling 
space saving and efficient use of each individual 
antenna. Wireless LAN devices incorporating such a 
technology are already on the market.
  The second example also relates to a transmitter 
receiver system with two antennas, where the 
interference between the antennas is suppressed by the 
mushroom structures.[13] In case that two antennas are 
juxtaposed with each other and operated as shown in 
Figure 8-a), both antennas operate with surrounding 
induced currents flowing on the conducting plane. 
That produces electromagnetic wave interferences 
with each other, and causes a disturbance in each 
other's characteristics. To minimize this, antennas 
1 and 2 typically need to be located apart at a 
distance of half the wavelength of the intended radio 
wave on the conducting plane. The wider antenna 
distance is more effective, but the system would be 
oversized if the antenna distance would be widened 
concering the entire relevant circuit. In such a case, 
CRLH mushroom structures shown in Figure 4-c) 
formed between antennas 1 and 2 allow to reduce the 
interference (Figure 8-b). Here, the currents flowing 
around the respective antennas are stopped at by the 
mushroom structures, whereby the mutual coupling 
between the antennas can be reduced to approximately 
1/1500 or so in peak value without a change of the 
antenna distance. Such a rejection characteristic is 
referred to as an EBG (Electromagnetic Band Gap) 
characteristic.
Prepared by the STFC based on Reference[11]
Figure 7 : Example of Miniaturization of Telecommunication System
Prepared by the STFC based on Reference[13]
Figure 8 : Example of Suppression of between antenna elements Interference
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4-2 Automotive Radar
   The transmission line CRLH of Figure 4-b) has been 
applied to realize an automotive radar that is capable of 
wide-range scanning with a directional beam.[14] The 
structure and characteristics of a CRLH transmission 
line can be adjusted so that  electromagnetic waves 
are intentionally leaked out from the transmission line 
when the electromagnetic wave propagates through 
the transmission line. Such a phenomenon can be 
used to realize a leaky-wave antenna that allows 
beam scanning. Figure 9 shows an example of its 
application to an automotive radar  operating in a 
millimeter band, where a CRLH leaky-wave antenna 
is successfully composed of unit cells connected in 
cascade in the from of a CRLH transmission line. 
The electromagnetic waves in each unit cells are 
intentionally leaked in such a manner that the entire 
scattered waves from the relevant transmission lines 
form a directional beam over a certain angle. The 
transmission line (= antenna) generating the leaky 
waves first makes a left-handed one, i.e., produces 
backward waves from 76 to 77.5 GHz, and this 
operation shifts to a right-handed one, i.e., forward 
waves from 77.5 to 79 GHz. With the increase of the 
frequency, the transition from the backward waves to 
forward ones occurs, and that results in the scanning 
of the directional beam as described in Figure 5. More 
specifically, the electromagnetic wave is swept from 
lower to higher frequencies so that a wide space of 
angles from the front to the rear of the transmission 
line can be scanned with the directional beam. As an 
evoluted possible application, two leaky-wave antenna 
elements shown in Figure 9 may be arrayed in parallel 
for improved performance.An actual measurement 
value of 53  ゜is provided in the beam scanning width 
by the frequency sweep from 76 to 79 GHz, which 
largely surpasses the average value of 20  ゜by the 
conventional technology.[14]
  The directional beam scan can also be possible at 
fixed frequency by introducing an additional dielectric 
plate on the antennas and by changing the distance 
between the antennas and the dielectric plate by an 
actuator to modify the capacitance.
Potential of Metamaterials
5-1 Radio cloaking
   As a technology for a totally novel functions, 
applications to radio cloaking (radio-wave invisible 
mantle) has been investigated, and its principle and 
validation reports are attracting attention. With a target 
object surrounded by a left-handed metamaterial, and 
if the electromagnetic transmission characteristics 
in the metamaterial is appropriately optimized, 
electromagnetic waves can act to circumvent the 
target object. Such a technology is refered to as radio 
cloaking. Figure 10 shows a prototype of a doughnut-
shaped left-handed metamaterial.[17] Radio waves 
entering the body change their traveling direction 
inside, propagate avoiding the center space, and 
are emitted out of the body again as if they have 
circumvented the body.[7] This technology can be used 
to resolve multi-path radio interference, for example.
   Light is an electromagnetic wave. If the applicable 
frequency for radio cloaking can be increased to 
optical frequencies, it will be possible to realize 
something like an invisible cloak as shown in Figure 
11. While only the validation has so far been possible 
on the design methodlogy basis,[8] new fields of 
application using such a technology may be found in 
the near future.
5-2 Improvement of characteristics of   
      electromagnetic materials
   Although not of pure left-handed materials, there 
have been published cases of hybrid structures where 
existing electromagnetic materials and periodically-
structured members are combined to improve 
performance as compared with the cases where the 
existing electromagnetic materials are used alone. 
Figure 12 shows a radio wave absorber of hybrid 
structure in which a ferrite radio wave absorber is 
combined with an array of metal wires as long as 
1/2 the wavelength of the intended frequency.[16] It 
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Figure 9 : Leaky-Wave Antenna and Unit Cell
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a)PrototypebyDukeUniversity17]
Photocourtesy:DukeUniv.
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Prepared by the STFC
Figure 10 : Radio Cloaking
a) Prototype by Duke University[17] b) State of transmission of electromagnetic 
waves (based on Reference[7])
Figure 11 : Principle behind Invisible Cloak
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is possible to enhance the radio wave absorption 
characteristic and widen the frequency band where 
that structure serves as the radio wave absorber, 
whereby the radio wave absorption characteristic at 
specified frequencies can be significantly improved 
as compared to that of ferrite alone (10 times in peak 
performance). Such a hybrid structure is treated in the 
same category as that of left-handed metamaterials, 
and studies are going on.
Over v iew of  research  and 
development of lef t-handed 
metamaterials
   This section mentions an overview of research 
and development of metamaterials and left-
handed metamaterials, based on data taken from 
research papers published in academic societies and 
publications, as well as patent applications.
6-1 Spectrum of research in academic societies
   Since the publication of D. R. Smith's paper in 2000, 
research into metamaterials has been growing rapidly. 
Figure 13 shows the changes in the numbers of papers 
written in English found in two commercial databases 
with the keywords “metamaterial” and “left-handed 
metamaterial.”[NOTE1] It can be seen that the numbers 
of papers have been increasing year by year. The areas 
of the papers are not limited to the field of information 
and communications, but include optical applications 
and materials.
  We made a comparison of the numbers of papers by 
country, using the ISI Web of Knowledge, one of the 
databases (Figure 14). Papers from the US and China 
are the overwhelming majority far ahead of the other 
countries. A detailed inspection of the results of the 
hits on the left-handed materials in particular shows 
that there are certain key persons. In a population of 
850 hits, collaborations with each key person reach 
up to 40 to 50 hits, and boost the total number of hits 
upward. The key persons are found in China, the US, 
Turkey, Canada, etc.
  In Science Map 2006[NOTE2] published in 2008, 
associations between research areas shown in 
Figure 15 are given in terms of metamaterials.[2] 
The research areas are roughly classified into two. 
The larger research area in the lower right pertains 
to physical phenomena and theories. The derivative 
area of applied research is found in the upper left. 
The technologies covered by this report are in the 
applied research area. Applied research, which was 
still small in volume in 2006, is considered to have 
evolved significantly and come to fruition as a variety 
of applications mentioned above.
6-2 Change in the number of patent applications
   Figure 16 shows the numbers of patent applications 
that have been published or registered in Japan and 
in the US and Europe.[NOTE3] The numbers of patent 
applications have generally been on the increase year 
[NOTE1] : We used the following databases and keywords (accessed: August 12, 2009):
1) ISI Web of Knowledge (THOMSON REUTERS)
    keyword 1: metamaterial OR metamaterials/  3697 hits
    keyword 2: (keyword 1) AND “left* hand*”/  1024 hits
2) SCOPUS (Elsevier)
    keyword 1: metamaterial OR metamaterials/  3801 hits
    keyword 2: (keyword 1) AND left* PRE/3 hand*/  858 hits
[NOTE2] :Science Map :
A study that is aimed at automatically grouping research papers based on co-citations and periodically 
observing dynamic changes in scientific research, with the groups as research areas.[2]
[NOTE3] : The patent searches were conducted as follows:
1) Japan (accessed: August 7, 2009)
  Searched the JPO database
  keywords: メタマテリアル /メタマテリアル and ( 左手系 or CRLH)
2) US & EP (accessed: August 10, 2009)
  For United States, searched USPTO (United States Patent and Trademark Office) database
  For Europe, searched EPO (European Patent Office) database
  keywords: metamaterial/metamaterial and (CRLH or “left handed”)
6
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after year, though some of the latest data is not yet 
available since patent publications entail 18 months of 
delay from application.
6-3 Comparison regarding papers and patents on 
left-handed metamaterials
   With the keyword “left-handed metamaterial,” 
a comparison is made between the numbers of 
published papers in Figure 13 and the numbers of 
patents in Figure 16. The number of US papers in 
2007 exceeded 250, while the total number of patent 
applications by then was slightly fewer than 40 (about 
one-sixth of the number of papers). The number of 
Japanese papers was slightly more than 40, and the 
patent applications by 2007 a little more than 30 (about 
three-quarters of the number of papers). Using the ISI 
Web of Knowledge, we classified the approximately 
40 Japanese papers by organization and found that 
publications from industries only just reached about 
one-fifth.
   Even if it is taken into account that the English 
database does not cover all papers in Japan (English 
abstracts are often included), possible conclusions 
are: that the academic community in Japan does not 
contribute much to this area; and that industry-based 
research is somewhat sluggish.
6-4 Settings for research publication and 
discussion
  Comprehensive international conferences on 
information and communications technologies 
covering the field of research into microwave circuits 
have recently featured independent sessions and 
workshops on metamaterials. It can be said that 
metamaterials are recognized as one of the genres of 
microwave circuit technologies.
   For example, IEEE MTT-S International Microwave 
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Symposium 2009 (June 2009, US), one of the major 
international conferences in the field of microwaves 
held (or scheduled to be held), featured metamaterials 
in two of its 65 sessions, plus a special session. 
European Microwave Conference 2009 (October 
2009, Europe) features metamaterials in three of its 
67 sessions and two of its 21 workshops. Microwave 
Workshops and Exhibition 2008 held in Japan 
featured metamaterials in one of its 26 workshops. 
New conference projects that include “metamaterial” 
in the title have also been active, including society 
activities on antennas and radio wave propagation 
as well as META'08, which was hosted by a NATO 
subdivision. The Asia Pacific Microwave Conference 
has an established presence in Asia and Oceania, and 
the international convention hosted by the IEEE EMC 
Society Japan Chapter in July 2009 featured dedicated 
sessions on metamaterials. Discussion settings have 
thus been extending across the world.
   Researchers around the world also gathered 
to init iate discussions on metamater ials at 
Metamorphose VI, an European organization for 
information exchange and mutual understanding 
between physical approaches and application-oriented 
engineering approaches. In Japan, the Electromagnetic 
Metamaterials Group[18] was founded in 2006 as a 
research organization to cover a wide field of research 
from microwaves to ultraviolet domains (Figure 17).
Conclusion
   Left-handed metamaterials with the simultaneously 
negative-permittivity and permeability produce 
phenomena that are not available in conventional right-
handed materials. Application of such effects may be 
able to realize electronic devices with new features 
and functions, and various attempts have already been 
reported.
   In the field of information and communications, 
advanced technologies have been sophiscated, as 
a result of fusion of wide range of technologies 
including materials, devices, signal processing and 
systemization. New types of applications of the 
technologies surrounding left-handed metamaterials 
are now being opened up from different technical 
approaches, making use of their novel characteristics. 
If practical applications to exploit the advantageous 
properties of left-handed metamaterials for the 
market requirements are proposed by industry 
without being blinded by the linear model of research 
and development, and if academic societies work 
cooperatively with the proposals, there will be then 
technical advances promoting its practical use and 
even another step forward. With the globalization 
of research activities and worldwide competition, 
the speed of development has grown intense. Japan 
also needs to establish efficient research scheme 
Source : Reference[2]
Figure 15 : Research Areas on Metamaterials in Science 
Map 2006
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that make the best use of the abilities of key persons 
and the surrounding researchers, and a collaborative 
f ramework that is f ree f rom the bounds of 
organizations.
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